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About us
Welcome to Maro D’Italia - first Aqualet manufacturer in Italy. 
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A place where excing ideas bear fruit and our customer’s preferences  
inspire us to find new ways to do the same things differently and come up  
with excing and innovave products. Safe, hygienic and unbelievably  
pleasant, our products offer full sasfacon so that you can enjoy some  

quiet me with yourself in complete privacy and solitude.  The sophiscated  
upscale luxury we offer has endeared us to our customers who are always  

on the looon the look-out for new innovave products and designs. 



• Containing a remote controller nozzle that sprays warm water, it ensures that your private parts remain clean. 
• These washlets are equipped with remote control funcons for ease of use and in case the user has mobility problems and 
someone else is iniang the funcons of the bidet seat. 
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Aqualets are more convenient than tradional toilets, since they clean your private-parts with a soothing spray of 
water while you remain seated on the toilet. It will clean you automacally with heated water and dry you with hot air.

A bit about our washlets…

What is Aqualet



These Aqualets also come with a mounted control panel that is staoned on the seat itself, in case the remote controll 
baeries run out. Some of these models also come with a passive deodorizer that at all mes.

Cleaning functonsLED night light

Occupancy
sensor

Ergonomical
an-bacterial seat

Secondary
controll panel

Drying funcon

So close cover

Heated so-close
seat

LED indicator

Instant heater 
inside

Easy Dismantlement



• Ecology

 

• Economy

• Efficiency

• Health

• Hygiene

• Comfort

We take each of the above listed points seriously to provide our customers unmatched quality and deliverance.

In our interacons with our customers of all backgrounds, we have found one thing common: that all customers 
desire a clean bowel rinse and efficient water ulizaon without any spillage or leakage. Insuring say in a wet
bathroom.

For decades, we have been the industry leader in the design and manufacture of sophiscated toilets and seats. 
Our iniaves have raised the standard of excellence in the sanitary space since we have introduced water-
efficient designs and integrated innovave technologies into our product range. And in doing so, we have redefined 
the idea of personal comfort and cleanliness.

Why use it
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Enjoy water cleaning

More water flow funcons enable you to completely enjoy water cleaning. Break through tradional cleaning
concept. More healthy, more sanitary, and more comfortable.

Strong & gentle water flow
Comfortable rhythm

Rhythm of strong and gentle
water flow can fully wash up and
massage one's skin, saves 1/2
water volume, and guarantee
oopmal washing effect

Spraying water flow
So and comfortable

Spraying water flow can lighten
impact of water flow. So water
flow washes more gently and 
comfortably.

Moving water flow
All-around washing

Fully wash ladies private parts.
Water stream is wider and water
flow is gentler. Provides special
care in special days.

Air-mixed water flow
So and gentle

Water flow mixed with bubbles
is so and gentle, caring for
women's health and welfare.

WASH FUNCTION 

Washing has a thorough 
hands-free cleaning effect.
 and zero touch so as to avoid 
secondary polluon.

BIDET FUNCTION

Provide ladies with special
spraying funcon so as to be far
away from cross infecon. Care
for ladies'health.

MOVING MASSAGE
FUNCTION

The sprayer can move forward
and backward automacally.

STRONG & GENTLE
MASSAGE FUNCTION

Strong and gentle water flow
alternate. Rhythmical massage
washing.



Full-automatic function

FULL-AUTOMATIC FUNCTION

Press "Auto" and the Aqualet will automacally start the 
complete cycle. One minute of washing with an osscilat-
ing nozzle enabled, followed by one minute of warm air 
draying.

INSTANT HEATING

Excellent ceramic instant heang system can
perform connious water heang to meet the
needs of consecuve use of several users.

Comparison between common and air-mixed cleaning

Non-water-saving straight
water flow without bubbles

Effect of common water flow

Gentle and so water flow

Injecng bubbles in the process

AIR+WATER CLEANING

Apply air-mixed cleaning. Water flow injected with
bubbles touches skin soly and gently.
Only 1/2 water volume will be enough to achieve
opmal cleaning effect.
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Simple cleaning

SELF-CLEANING NOZZLE

Aer cleaning, anbacterial spraying 
nozzle can perform automac 
self-cleaning to ensure sanitary and 
safe use.

When new Aer three-months
use, sll just like
new.

DETACHABLE SPRAYER

If it is not in use, sprayer can be
detached for complete cleaning
so as to eliminate any impuries.

ANTIBIOSIS TECHNOLOGY

Toilet seat, sprayer and water tank applied with silver
ion anbacterial technology so that the product can
effecvely inhibit bacteria and one can enjoy healthy
life.

Non-corner inner wall design for easy cleaning. 
No hard to reach cornesr or edges for ease of 
cleaning.



5-FOLD PROTECTION

Plug power surge protecon, no-water
power-off protecon, water temperature, wind
temperature and seat temperature overheang
protecon, mulple-device intelligent protecon.
Safety is ensured.

LED NIGHT LIGHT

At night, so ledlight will illuminate the toilet bowl. You 
can use the toilet without turning on the light.

Wind temperature
overheang protecon

Seat temperature
overheang protecon

Plug power surge
protecon

No-water power
-off protecon

Water temperature
overheang protecon

INTELLIGENT REMOTE CONTROL

Humanized intelligent remote control with several smart 
funcons.

Four water temperature levels: off, low level (35°C),
middle level (37°C) and high level (39°C).

Four air temperature levels: off, low level (40°C),
middle level (45°C) and high level (50°C).

Four seat temperature levels: off, low level (33°C),
middle level (35°C) and high level (37°C).

INTELLIGENT POWER SAVING

Aer the user stands-up, intelligent power-saving mode is
acvated to automacally adjust temperature of toilet seat 
and heang up to 50% power saved.

Humanized design
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How to use it



Product description
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Main advantages

Anbacterial nozzle for perfect hygiene

So open/close funcon of seat and lid

Modern touch-sensive remote controll

Compable with most toilets



DAMPING SOFT-CLOSE
Durable dual dampers ensure the congupe of closing sit nad lid.

ONE-PIECE TOILET SEAT
Applied advanced integrated fricon welding and make toilet 
seat durable and sealed. 
Free from electric leakage and water leakage. Safe and reliable.

Press the side release  buon to slide off.

DETACHABLE FOR EASE OF CLEANING
Easily slides off the mounng board for ease
of access of hard to reach places.

Common toilet seat has joint 
seam. Electric leakage and 
water leakage can easily occur.

Integrated fricon welding is 
durable and sealed. Free from 
electric leakage and water 
leakage. Safe and reliable.

High-quality cover
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Di600 functions

Heated toilet seat with 
several temperature se ngs.

The posion of the nozzle can 
be adjusted by pressing a 
buon on the remote control.

Single Nozzle System 
ulizes a “one size fits all” 
method of cleaning for both 
feminine and posterior wash.
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The built-in warm-air dryer 
completely dries you aer 
washing. Temperature can be 
regulated from cold to warm.

The water filter filter out sand, 
sediment, and small parcles 
from the water supply before
 they reach your bidet seat. 
The filters also help prevent 
calcium and hard water deposits 

ffrom building up inside the bidet seat.

The cover is made of durable 
material with an-bacterial coang.

The toilet cover is strong enough 
to carry your weight and will 
not break if you sit on it.

The toilet seat and lid 
have an integrated slow 
closing funcon.

The toilet seat is electric and 
plugs into a regular outlet.



Because the skin in that area 
is more sensive, air bubbles
 are added to water.Therefore 
the water is not rough or tough, 
but strong enough and pleasant.

The power consumpon is 
reduced when no one is sing
 on the toilet or when no panel 
control buon is pressed for 
approximately 10 minutes.

Anal washing funcon. Wireless remote control panel 
can be mounted on the wall 

beside your toilet.

Ladies washing funcon.

The night light is designed to 
provide opmal light intensity for 
guidance without disturbing 
your night-me vision.

An automac preset washing 
funcon is enabled.

Built-in permanent Ag Nano 
water filter, which treats the 

water and makes it an-bacteriaL.

Nozzles are automacally 
cleaned before and aer

each use.



Best combo in town

Combining incredible performance with great design, Maro D’ Italia offers the best combo 
in town. Something that you can depend upon for the rest of your life.

Delivering a surprising range of beauful, water-saving designs, these 
Aqualets offer advanced features for comfort and funconality, apart 
from a wide range of seat and bidet opons. The above opons are a
recommendaon only. Maro d’italia di600 fits most toilets.

TOTO CW162Y

TOTO CW161Y TOTO CW163Y

CLOSE COUPLED

WALL HUNG
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FLOOR STANDING



NC-WALL HANG

NC FLOOR STANDING NC-CLOSE COUPLED

Get in touch with our team today and you will be guided to the right product range 
that fits your preference and sensibilies perfectly. 

TOTO  CW762Y

TOTO  CW761Y TOTO  CW763Y

Customers looking to buy the best combinaon of toilet with bidet seat will definitely find 
our range appealing and in sync with their preferences. Combining incredible 
performance with great design, Maro D’ Italia offers the best combo in 
town. Something that you can depend upon for the rest of your life.
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Technical Specifications



Technical Drawings





Company information



MADE IN ITALY
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